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National Geographic Kids Ocean Animals Sticker Activity Book: Over 1,000 Stickers! (NG Sticker Activity Books)
Presents a variety of sea creatures and their homes, including dolphins, sharks, and sea turtles.
"Information and photos of oceans for young children"-Dive beneath the waves with this fun search and find fact book from National Geographic Kids.
Introduces sperm whales, including their different body parts, how they travel in groups, what they eat, and how they care for their young.
Sea Turtles
National Geographic Kids Little Kids First Board Book: Space
Who's Who in the Deep Blue
National Geographic Kids Baby Animals Sticker Activity Book
Animals That Change Color (L2) (National Geographic Readers)

"Packed with beautiful and engaging photos, this new leveled reader dives into the amazing world of animals that change their appearance based on environment, the need to blend in to hunt or stay safe, and even their mood! Kids will learn all about the how and why of these amazing animal transformations"-Introduces coral reefs, including how they are made, where they are in the world, and why the world's coral reefs are in danger.
Suggests a range of seasonal activities in different local and faraway venues to encourage children to spend more time outdoors, providing fun facts, lists and sidebars that share key geographic, scientific and historical information. Simultaneous.
Presents the life of sea turtles, including where they travel, how they build nests, and what they eat.
Weird sea creatures
National Geographic Readers
Swim, Fish!
National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of Where
Match!
With 1,000 stickers and fantastic graphics and text, these high quality, superfun sticker books are a great way for kids to learn about animals and the natural world. The Baby Animals sticker book is chock-full of the cutest creatures on the planet: pandas, piglets, wolf cubs, ponies, polar bears, elephants, bunnies, kittens, puppies, and many more. With a fun, brightly colored design and loaded with animal facts and games--such as mazes, counting,
matching and more--this book is sure to provide endless entertainment.
All titles in this collection are by Laura Marsh and previously copyrighted in A2014, A2012, and A2011, by the National Geographic Society.
With their beautiful white fur and powerful presence, polar bears rule the Arctic. These majestic giants swim from iceberg to iceberg in chilling waters, care for their adorable cubs, and are threatened by global warming. In this level 1 reader you'll learn all you ever wanted to know about polar bears and so much more. Complete with fascinating facts and beautiful images, National Geographic Readers: Polar Bears can't miss.
Combines sumptuous photography and engaging text in a collection of profiles that detail the characteristics of favorite cute animals, from roly-poly polar bears and waddling penguins to funny monkeys and energetic tiger cubs. Simultaneous.
Animal Records - National Geographic Kids
The Ultimate Book of Sharks
Can You Find Nemo?
Explore My World Dolphins
Ocean

Bright Photography teaches first words. Age appropriate scientific look at ocean animals with facts and photos.
National Geographic spins off its best-selling Little Kids First Big Book series into engaging new board books to introduce even the littlest kids to high-quality nonfiction. These sturdy pages explore the basics of the solar system with amazing photographs, super-simple facts, and lively, age-appropriate language to keep babies and toddlers--and their grown-ups--fascinated by every colorful page. With stunning photos of the Earth and other planets, this beautiful book introduces the very youngest explorers to the wonders of the space, beginning right here on Earth and
expanding into the universe beyond. Designed to be the stepping stone to the Little Kids First Big Book series, the National Geographic Little Kids First Board Books take similar subjects and drill them down to the simplest nonfiction concepts for the youngest audience. Not only will readers learn about planets and our solar system, they can also find recurring shapes and patterns in the design; occasional callouts will add humor for adults, and sidebar text offers additional learning for older siblings or those ready for more complex information.With their square shape,
bright and playful design, awesome photography, clear text, and cues to encourage interactive learning, the Little Kids First Board Books mirror the beloved First Big Books while taking a fresh new approach to excite a baby's sense of wonder and make learning about nature and science fun.
Stunning photos of whales, dolphins, sharks, octopuses, clown fish, and other appealing sea animals introduce the very youngest explorers to the wonders of Earth's ocean, from its depths to its shores. These sturdy pages showcase ocean life with amazing photographs, simple facts, and lively, age-appropriate language to keep babies and toddlers-and their grown-ups-fascinated by every colourful page. Designed to be the steppingstone to the best-selling National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book series, the Little Kids First Board Book series takes similar
subjects and distils them down to the simplest non-fiction concepts for the youngest audience. Not only will readers learn about the ocean and its creatures, they can also find recurring shapes and patterns in the design. Occasional callouts add humour for adults, and sidebar text offers additional learning for older siblings or those ready for more complex information. With their square shape, bright and playful design, amazing photography, clear text, and cues to encourage interactive learning, the Little Kids First Board Books mirror the beloved First Big Books while
taking a fresh new approach to excite a baby's sense of wonder and make learning about nature and science fun. l design, amazing photography, clear text, and cues to encourage interactive learning, the Little Kids First Board Books mirror the beloved First Big Books while taking a fresh new approach to excite a baby's sense of wonder and make learning about nature and science fun.
Bright photos and easy-to-read descriptions examine the various animals who live in the warm waters around a coral reef.
Whales
Little Kids First Big Book of Animals
All Things Adventure, Exploration, and Fun!
The Whale Who Stole Hearts
Extreme Ocean
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where they live, how they eat, the challenges they face, and whether or not certain species pose a danger to humans.
Curious kids will learn all about adorable and intelligent dolphins, including their social behavior, communication, diet, and playtime. These engaging Explore My World picture books on subjects kids care about combine simple stories with unforgettable photography. They invite little kids to take their first big steps toward understanding the world around them and are just the thing for parents and kids to curl up with and read aloud.
Brief text and illustrations teach facts about marine animals.
Compact book packed with 1000 replaceable, photographic stickers for hours of sticker fun Pages of activities to complete, including outlines in which to place stickers Develops hand-eye coordination skills
Alien Ocean Animals
Ocean Creatures
Oceans Find it! Explore it!: More than 250 things to find, facts and photos! (National Geographic Kids)
National Geographic Readers: Polar Bears
National Geographic Kids Cutest Animals Sticker Activity Book

Dive into these fishy facts: Did you know that the prehistoric shark, megalodon, had jaws so big that it could swallow a car? Or that goats, pigs, dogs, cats, and even an alpaca have all learned how to surf? And if that's not weird enough for ya, one man even rowed solo across the Pacific Ocean for 312 days! In this book filled with 300 wacky facts and pictures, you'll glimpse the ocean's weirdest wildlife, uncover shocking shipwrecks, and meet sensational seafarers, from pirates and sailors to ground-breaking marine scientists. Perfect for ocean enthusiasts and trivialoving landlubbers alike!
Profiles several different animals from around the world that live in different habitats.
Provides information about these playful mammals, including their aquatic habitats, diet, physical characteristics, and behaviors.
Offers thousands of animal facts and records that identify animals in such categories as fastest, oldest, and biggest, as well as smelliest, loudest, and deadliest.
Ocean Animals
The Biggest, Fastest, Grossest, Tiniest, Slowest, and Smelliest Creatures on the Planet
First Big Book of the Ocean
Cutest Animals Collection
Weird Sea Creatures
Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this next book in the best-selling Little Kids First Big Book series is full of fascinating and often surprising answers for them. This charming reference book zeroes in on location, location, location. More than 200 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text featuring answers to questions like, "Where does the sky end?" "Where is the highest mountain?" and, "Where was ice cream invented?" Containing several kid-friendly maps designed to expand the learning experience, this book inspires kids to be
curious, ask questions, and explore the world around them.
Are these strange animals the stuff of nightmares or aliens from outer space? Turns out, they're real undersea animals! Find out how deep-sea creatures use bizarre and fascinating adaptations to survive in their harsh environments in this Level 3 Reader. Journey through the depths of the ocean into the dark Midnight Zone and discover the mysterious animals that live there. Learn about how their bodies make their own light or adapt to living in low-light areas, how they hunt, what they eat, and how they keep themselves safe from predators. National Geographic
Readers' combination of expert-vetted text, along with brilliant images and a fun approach to reading has proved to be a winning formula with kids, parents, and educators. Level 3 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging information for fluent readers. Each reader includes text written by an experienced, skilled children's books author, a photo glossary, and interactive features in which kids get to reinforce what they've learned in the book.
National Geographic Kids First Big Book of the Ocean is an adorable animal reference that includes the sea's high-interest animals, such as dolphins, sharks, sea otters, and penguins, and introduces kids to some of its lesser-known creatures. More than 100 charming animal photos illustrate the profiles, with facts about the creatures' sizes, diets, homes, and more. This book will quickly become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, and any other time.
Pictures and vocabulary present sets for you to choose ones that are alike.
Oceans
Coral Reefs
Get Outside Guide
Sea Otters
Are these strange animals the stuff of nightmares or aliens from outer space? Turns out, they're real undersea animals! Find out how deep sea creatures use bizarre and fascinating adaptations to survive in their harsh environments in this Level 3 Reader. Journey through the depths of the ocean into the dark Midnight Zone and discover the mysterious animals that live there. Learn about how their bodies make their own light or adapt to living in low-light areas, how they hunt, what they eat, and how they keep themselves safe from predators. National Geographic Readers' combination of expert-vetted text, along
with brilliant images and a fun approach to reading has proved to be a winning formula with kids, parents, and teachers. Level 3 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for fluent readers. Each reader includes text written by an experienced, skilled children's books author, a photo glossary, and interactive features in which kids get to reinforce what they've learned in the book.
"Discover 1,000 cool stickers featuring ocean animals like dolphins, coral, fish, sea turtles, seals and more. National Geographic Kids Sticker Activity Books are loaded with skill-building puzzles and mazes, spelling and pattern games, drawing, photos, facts, and other activities that will keep kids entertained (and learning) for hours on end." - Provided by publisher.
Invites readers to practice early counting skills while learning basic facts about harp seals, manatees, and other marine animals.
Describes the physical characteristics and behaviors of spiders, sharks, tigers, and wolves, and reveals how these predatory creatures catch their prey.
Ultimate Oceanpedia
Dolphins, Sharks, Penguins, and More!
Over 1,000 Stickers!
Ocean Counting
And More True Stories of Amazing Animal Adventures

Swim with sharks! Dive with dolphins! Stroll the beach with penguins! Young readers will joyfully immerse themselves in this awesome adventure at sea, in which stunning National Geographic photos reveal hidden worlds of action and beauty. We meet 30 favorite sea creatures and explore their watery homes: playful dolphins, mysterious sharks, graceful sea turtles, waddling penguins, and dozens of others. Kids will marvel at speedy swimmers on the hunt, and smile at cuddly scenes of animal families. To give background on the attention-grabbing
photographs, each page is sprinkled with fun facts and layered with information about ocean wildlife and environments. Age-appropriate text tells each animal's story in language that's accurate, lively, and non-intimidating. National Geographic maps encourage kids to learn about the geography of land and sea. Conservation tips help readers of all ages understand how we can be kind to the oceans. At home in the classroom and on the family bookshelf, is a trove of thrilling sights and discoveries. Timed to coordinate with the release of Disney's muchanticipated movie on Earth Day 2010, this exciting book taps into and encourages new awareness about the world's marine environments.
"The most complete ocean reference ever, more than 350 amazing color photos throughout the book."
Introduces several of the ocean's species, provides profiles of creatures, from dolphins and sharks to sea otters and penguins, while sharing facts about their characteristics, diets, and habitats.
Follows an underwater wildlife photographer on four real-life adventures as he photographs leatherback sea turtles, harp seals, a whale named Wilma, and some gray reef sharks.
Predators Collection
Explore the Coral Reef
National Geographic Readers: Ocean Animals Collection
Alien Ocean Animals (L3) (National Geographic Readers)
Weird But True Ocean
Examines creatures that live in the sea, including the blobfish, jellyfish, and moray eels.
Readers help Dory and Martin look for Nemo in the ocean.
Ocean CreaturesNational Geographic Books
Girls will love these fun-packed pages loaded with 1,000 stickers of cute animals such as pandas, koalas, rabbits, kittens, puppies, and much more. Perfect for road trips, plane rides, rainy afternoons, or just to keep in the backpack for sticker sharing with friends, kids won't be able to get enough of these high-value, high fun-factor sticker books! Filled with interactive games, spelling and patter activities, drawing games, and more. Parents will love these fun books that keep kids entertained, engaged, and learning. Forty pages of
activities and colorful nature scenes pair with 16 pages of 1,000 incredible animal stickers to bring an exciting interactive experience with the most adorable animals on the planet. Kids can use their stickers to add baby fish swimming in the coral reef, to show ponies frolicking in the field, and to match baby ducks and bunnies to their mommies. Teach spread merges vibrant artwork with real wild animal photographs and an array of fun and informative activities
National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of the Ocean
1000 Stickers
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